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The table on the left presents FSA projects initial area (ha), based on the end of 2Q 2022, the harvested area at the 3Q 2022, and the

currently standing area. We do not have any final harvest areas fully finished in 2022.

The graphic below shows the 2022 budgeted areas (brown color) and areas where harvest operations have already started (green

color). Here, operations may still be ongoing.

Harvest Operations by Farm

Table: Area Changes - YTD
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Sales Summary – Year to date

During the 2Q and 3Q, sales volumes increased following the

court decision to lift the injunction that was forbidding any final

harvests in FSA. With that final harvest resumed in Duas Lagoas

(DLG 2002) and Paiolândia (PAI 1997). Nevertheless, the global

sea freight crisis, strongly impacting the prices and empty

containers availability, held the harvesting speed until August.

Prices and availability started to get better in September, yet very

far from the past.

Thinning in MUT 2007 is finished and in TST 2004 has finish in

October.

BAM final cut was totally replaced by DLG final cut as a tentative

to get better revenues and help to sustain the cash flow in

Floresteca.
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TRC will focus on DLG and PAI final cuts during the 4Q, dedicating 3

full harvesting teams to these farms. Nevertheless, harvesting

volumes will be highly dependent on empty containers availability in

Brazil.

Even doing all the changes during the year, the forecast is to be

nearly 17.000 m³ below budget – primary reasons explained

previously: injunction and sea freight global crisis.
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Sales Summary – Year end estimate



Yields - Thinning

The tables show separately 2022 planned and 2022 unplanned sales.

These tables show only stands where operations are fully finished, so that

the yields per hectare are comparable.

Planned
The results at the closed stands in TST (20.2 against 20.3 m³/ha) were

close to the budgeted. At this project, the high number of sick trees

increased the number of removed trees, however a significant number of

defect logs were left behind due fungal disease affecting the m³/ha.

In STF, we finished the thinning at the 3Q. Due to the injunction forbidding

final harvests a more intense thinning was performed to maintain FSA

revenue stream, which resulted in a higher number of removed trees and

volume than budgeted (37.8 against 7.7 m³/ha). Also, in some stands, the

high number of sick trees increased the number of removed trees.

Unplanned
As mentioned at the last report, with the injunction forbidding final

harvests in place, alternatives operations outside of the initial plan were

execute to maintain FSA revenue stream. Some delayed thinnings in

STF2003 were chosen to be performed for its capacity to generate good

quality logs and being possible to operate during the wet season.

In TST, one stand unplanned was harvested (phyto thinning) due to court

order to conduct an expert opinion to the judicial litigation.
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Table: Log sales thinning, 2022 FY volume vs Budget FY

• Table = 2022 budget stands. Total values (volume, area and trees) planned and performed until end of 3Q 2022.

• DBH and BA are the latest measured data.

Table: Log sales thinning, 2022 unplanned

• Table = 2022 non budget stands. Total values (volume, area and trees) performed until end of 3Q 2022.



Log Sales & Prices 

FSA sells to TRC at the roadside, based on the most recent

Consufor price survey at the moment of sale.

Overall, roadside prices had a decrease during 2022, compared

to the prices used in the preparation of this budget (~13% on

average). Prices for defective logs, such as chanelling or

crooked, are given a discount on their Consufor value (30%).

That is the reason why the actual averages on each girth

classes are below Consufor prices in the bottom graph.

Roadside Prices Comparison 2022 YTD

Floresteca S.A (YTD) VS Consufor roadside prices (USD/M³)
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Market Update

In the 3Q 2022, Ghana, Panama and Ecuador were the main teak suppliers to India, with 64% of total teak wood imported. The total imported volume in India was 17%

lower quarter over quarter, and 28% lower year over year. TRC's market share in India is estimated to be 8% among all Indian imports and 73% among the imported

Brazilian teak wood in the third quarter.

The 4Q of each year is normally marked by Ecuador's exporting season, the country's volumes have begun to grow in July 2022 and have been consistently growing

since then. It is forecasted that the volume arriving in India from Ecuador replaces the volume arriving from Panama's exporting season at a similar level.

The Covid-19 pandemic in India have been steady during the third quarter of 2022, the vaccination in the country have reached more than 1.03 billion doses with 70%

of the population totally vaccinated and 75% received at least one dose.

The global logistic crisis from the lack of available containers and the increase of maritime freight cost seems to be backing off worldwide, following trends of a

global recession. With these arrivals in India have shifted to much higher volumes from competing origins (Ghana, Ecuador and Panama mainly). Exception is made for

the route Brazil-India which is still very compromised in terms of freight rates and availability. Chinese lockdowns aiming to achieve zero covid rate, the war between

Ukraine and Russia, the global inflation caused by the pandemic and the rupee depreciation are also affecting the Asian trade of Teak wood.

Teak producing countries and traders were able to ship high volumes to India during the 3Q2022 strongly rising the stock level of teak wood in the country and directly

leading to a decrease on prices to generate liquidity and also to respond to the Indian rupee depreciation and the global inflation which are jeopardizing the population's

purchasing power. The price decrease also directly impacts teak producer's and trader's capacity to cover freight costs, especially for low margin products. TRC will

keep tracking volume and price fluctuation on the 4Q2022.

TRC is seeking and achieving logistic alternatives and strategic partners to properly deal with the current scenario. Production will still be limited to the capacity of the

logistic channels that are made available. Non-India and local markets are playing an important role to keep the operations running.
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Project Results to Date

Harvest report 2021 is considering the finalization of the project CPB1999. 

Harvest Report Amounts Paid and Provisions (in USD): 
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Legal and Compliance Update

VTP – Floresteca S/A:

10/05/2022: the COURT OF APPEALS announces the trial of the VTP’S APPEAL AGAINST THE VERDICT for 10/19/2022.

10/19/2022: the trial of the VTP’S APPEAL AGAINST THE VERDICT is postponed. The new date has not been set yet.

10/27/2022: the trial of the VTP’S APPEAL AGAINST THE VERDICT is postponed to 11/09/2022

PARAISO, TERRA SANTA, AND BAMBU IV FARMS – OVERVIEW

The three farms have land use deals (“LUDs”, also “Usufruct Agreements”) with the same landowner, Mr. Antonio Frigieri Filho and his wife

Jacqueline da Costa Marques Frigeiri. Under these LUD agreements, they own a specific part of the planted area in each farm. The precise terms

and the percentage area differ in each agreement. They received some advance payments for the final harvest proceeds under the agreements

that shall be deducted from the actual final proceeds. It bears stating that the likely amounts to be received by the Landowners for the 3 farms are

at present less than the advance payments, or at least will largely reduce the net amounts payable to them.

• Paraiso – The judge of the claim released the deposited amounts and dismissed the case
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Legal and Compliance Update

• Terra Santa:

09/12/2022: FSA presents an opposition against the FIRST PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION APPEAL, and claims the appeal shall be denied, based

in the following arguments (i) FSA has not been properly noticed by FRIGIERI about the offer to sell the farm, and could not express the

preemptive right; (ii) FRIGIERI has debts with FSA, and the farm is the only way to guarantee the payment; (iii) it is mandatory the publicity of the

existence of the claim before Terra Santa Farm Real Estate Registry Office, baring FRIGIERI to sell the land until the debt is reinforced; (iv) the

partial registration requested by FRIGIERI (of 1.327,47 hectares) does not exist, considering the preemptive right is over all the farm, not only a

part of it.

10/05/2022: the COURT OF APPEALS announces the trial of the FIRST PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION APPEAL for 10/19/2022.

10/20/2022: the COURT OF APPEALS denies the FIRST PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION APPEAL filed by FRIGIERI.

10/27/2022: the COURT OF APPEALS scheduled conciliation hearing to 03/21/2023

• Bambu IV – No news since the last report.
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Legal and Compliance Update

LUD claim on PAIOLANDIA FARM:

Overview – Rondon Empreendimentos Imobiliários Ltda (“Rondon”) is the landower of Paiolandia Farm and entered a land use with FSA. Rondon claims for 

the immediate payment of the debt by FSA, related to the timber of Paiolandia Farm.

08/08/2022: Ms. Marilsen Andrade Addario sends the case to Mr. Sebastião Barbosa Farias, that has the proper jurisdiction to analyze the plea 

for clarification filed by Mr. Rondon on 07/19/2022.

08/15/2022: in behalf of celerity, and pretending to avoid futures claims of nullity by Mr. Rondon, FSA informs to Mr. Sebastião Barbosa Farias that has no 

opposition against the jurisdiction conflict presented by Mr. Rondon.

08/16/2022: Mr. Sebastião Barbosa Frias sends the jurisdiction conflict to be analyzed by the President of the COURT OF APPEALS and suspends the 

case until his final decision.

08/22/2022: Rondon Company presents the opposition against Mr. Rondon’s plea for clarification filed on 07/19/2022, arguing that in the DIRECTOR 

REMOVAL LAWSUIT Mr. Rondon has requested to the judge to unite the cases (DIRECTOR REMOVAL LAWSUIT and PAIOLANDIA LAWSUIT FILED BY 

RONDON), and now is requesting the opposite, on behalf of his own interests, and in the end, Rondon Company requests to the reporting judge to fine Mr. 

Rondon, for acting against his own request, and try to change the facts.

10/06/2022: FSA informs to Mr. Sebastião Barbosa Farias that the jurisdiction conflict has been dismissed by the President of the COURT OF APPEALS, 

which means that Ms. Marilsen Andrade Addario has the proper jurisdiction to analyze the appeal, and requests to send the case to Ms. Marilsen Andrade 

Addario.

10/10/2022: despite the decision of the President of the COURT OF APPEALS, Mr. Sebastião Barbosa Frias grants the plea for clarification filed by Mr. 

Rondon on 07/19/2022 and confirms that he has the proper jurisdiction to analyze the case, as the reporting judge 

Now a Rondon family lawsuit is in course, where Mr. Rondon Andrade Porto (partner of Rondon Empreendimentos Ltda) filed a case to remove the rightful 

Director of the company - Ms. Rebeca de Andrade Porto.
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Outlook on Upcoming Quarters

Despite showing sign of improvement, in the last quarter the main challenge should remain on logistics, which is still strongly affecting trade between Brazil 

and India, the main destination for all global Teak wood production. This is affecting not only freight rates, compressing margins for producers, but even the 

sheer availability of transporting units. 
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FSA Summary Financial Information
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Summary P&L
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Summary P&L YTD

The YTD Operational Result was - USD 155 K versus USD 219 K budgeted or

an unfavorable variation of USD 374 K.

The main negative variation remains coming from the lower than budget volume

(13,684 m³), due to logistics crisis and injunction prohibiting the final cut during

1Q. As consequence, the COP (Harvesting costs) presented a saving by USD

1,1 M.

Sales (price/mix) presented a negative variation since Consufor price report

dropped by roughly 13% on average for this year.

The negative effect on Fx rates is due to BRL valuation in comparison to the

budget expectation. The budget fx rate was 5.50 and in the end of 3Q, it was

5.41, averaging 5.10 in the period.

As commented on last report, the positive variance on SG&A Expenses was

related to not invoicing Flat Fee in January and February. As agreed between

involved parties (TRC and FSA), this is to offset an overcharge that was done in

the past because of the wrong application of the inflation index to the contracted

fee.

Operational Result vs Budget, Changes against Budget Amounts (USD, ‘000s)
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Summary P&L YEE

The overall FY Operational Result is USD 153 K versus USD 287 K

budgeted or an unfavorable variation of USD 133 K.

The main source of the positive variation is related COP (Harvesting

Costs) due to the lower volume harvested, and the postponement of

stump removal to 2023, as part of the strategy to preserve cash during

the year, given the lower revenue.

Sales volume: lower harvested volume (-16.943 m³), TRC is not able to

achieve the volume budgeted for the YEE, because of the logistics crisis

and the VTP injunction.

As commented on previous slide, the valuation of BRL causing a

negative impact on USD result. The budget fx rate was 5.50 and for

forecast, TRC is considering 5.20.

There is no significant variation from YTD for the other items.

Operational Result vs Budget, Changes against Budget Amounts (USD, ‘000s)
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Cost of Production Summary - YTD

Total costs were lower than budget basically because final cut was halted by VTP

injunction during Q1 and logistics crisis hold the speed after that. Unitary COP

(considering only harvesting activities was 17% lower), effects of good yields during

Q2 and Q3.

COP considering harvesting and stump removal was 82% lower – primary effect of

postponing the land clearing activities to preserve cash in 2022.

In Brazil, BRL appreciation and inflation of basic inputs like fuel, lubricants, machine

parts and food are playing a negative role in overall prices, putting pressure in the

forest activities. So far, TRC was able hold off any major increases.

Adjustment: is the difference between the actual expenditures incurred in the period

to the estimated costs of the resources used registered by our operational controls

(standard cost)

Harvesting Cost, per activity:
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Forestry costs are slightly over budget. Primary activities that 

contributed negatively were firebreaks, inventory and sprout control. 

Offsetting this were pruning and road maintenance.

TRC believes the forest costs will remain near the budget until YE, 

once firebreaks and inventory are finished and there is good chance 

that only minor road maintenances are necessary (once harvesting 

activities will be focused in DLG and PAI during 4Q).

Adjustment: is the difference between the actual expenditures incurred

in the period to the estimated costs of the resources used registered by

our operational controls (standard cost).

Silvicultural Operations Summary - YTD

Forestry Operations YTD
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General & Administrative Expenses

G&A costs include the management services agreement between FSA

and TRC, as well as other direct FSA costs, such as the remuneration

of the administrators and financial statements audit, among others.

The positive variance on SG&A Expenses was related to not invoicing

Flat Fee in January and February. As agreed between involved parties

(TRC and FSA), this is to offset an overcharge that was done in the past

because of the wrong application of the inflation index to the contracted

fee.

G&A / Overhead Summary YTD

G&A / Overhead Summary YEE
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Cash Summary - YEE

Actual and Budget Cash Flow
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YTD Notes:

The main driver for YTD result is a lower projection of revenues, due to VTP injunction and logistic

constraints in container shipping between Brazil and India.

Operational expenses presented savings because payments of TRC management services for

February and March were pushed to 1Q.2023. A delayed tax payment coming from the

incorporation of Buriti by FSA caused the SGA expenses in the 1Q to come above budget. But

together with the revenues that came in December, this operation was positive for FSA. As

explained on the P&L slide, the harvesting costs was also lower due to preserve cash during the

year.

As agreed, in September there was a new loan by BRL 2 M to support operations. It will be repaid

in 24 installments from October 2022 to September 2024.

Full Year Notes:

The expected cash generation for 2022 is USD 53 K versus USD 153 K budgeted.

Aiming to improve the cash, TRC agreed with the buyer of Capim Branco Farm to anticipate the

second installment to November. The original payment was budget to 1Q.2023.

In November there was a new loan by USD 584 K (BRL 3 M), as part of the total operation

approved by FBV (BRL 11 M).

The decision in FSA’s favor in the VTP case triggered significant success fees for lawyers to be

paid in December. Together with anticipated legal costs arising from the probable fact of VTP

appealing to the second instance against this decision, these costs add up to USD 4.8 M.

It is worth remembering that landowners in PAI have right to 20% of the sales revenues coming

from this farm, given the land lease contract in place. This is already considered in these estimates.



FSA Balance Sheet
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Appendix - Financial Tables
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Cash Summary - YEE

YEE and Budget Cash Flow BRL
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Thank You!
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